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UPCOMING EVENTS

DIARY DATES

SCHOOL DISMISSAL

READING SUGGESTIONS
The Secret Garden by
Frances Hodgson Burnett

The Crossing by Manjeet
Mann

Beautiful Wild by Anna
Godbersen

REMINDERS

Car stickers (2022/2023) are

ready for collection at the

school reception counter

Students and staff are

encouraged to wear

traditional costumes (dress

down) for the Deepavali

celebration 
Primary dismissal - Mon to Thurs:

2.40pm, Friday : 12.15pm

Secondary dismissal - Mon to Thurs:

3.10pm, Friday: 1.15pm

15 Oct 2022 - Private & International

School Fair at Jen Hotel, Puteri Harbour

17 Oct 2022 - Year 11 to 13 University Fair

20 Oct 2022 - IPC Exit Points

19 Oct 2022 - Friends of CHIS Deepavali

Cultural event

21 Oct 2022 - Whole school Deepavali

Celebration
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Year 11 -13 University Fair

IPC Exit Points

Friends of CHIS Deepavali

Cultural Event

Deepavali Celebration
*Look out for emails/ announcements sent from

the school
Visit CHIS e-book platform for more reading
suggestions: https://chis.eplatform.co
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We are delighted to announce that we will organise our very first
University Fair and Talks for our Year 11 to 13 students.

This  event aims to provide students a chance to learn more about the
diverse tertiary educational opportunity so they can make informed
decisions about their pathways beyond CHIS. 

Representatives from various institutions will showcase their
programmes and answer any questions students  may have. We hope
our students will gain extensive knowledge and benefits from this
event.
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UNIVERSITY FAIR AND TALKS 
- YEAR 11 TO 13
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FRIENDS OF CHIS - DEEPAVALI
CULTURAL EVENT

Friends of CHIS would like to invite parents to their first event of the
academic year- The Deepavali Cultural Event- For the parents by the
parents. 

Come and experience a morning of culture to celebrate the Indian
Festival of Light. 

A group of volunteers have kindly arranged for parents to experience
wearing a saree and traditional clothes, Henna decoration, Rangoli
Kolam decoration, Bhangra Dance workout and to try and make some
delicious Deepavali Food, 

The Deepavali Cultural Event will take place on Wednesday 19th
October between 10:00am- 12:00pm. If you would like to attend please
register on this Google Form.

We are excited to celebrate Deepavali with you! 

https://forms.gle/AchzXzofGxShhyDn6
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FRIENDS OF CHIS - DEEPAVALI
CULTURAL EVENT
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CHIS DEEPAVALI CELEBRATION



Do you feel that you are constantly overwhelmed by the demands of
being a parent?

 
Do you feel you are trapped in a corner, feeling exhausted?

As parents, we need to be reminded that our reservoir of compassion
has to be replenished if we want our children to thrive under our care.
This webinar intends to highlight just how self-compassion can be
used as a tool to transform your relationship with yourself as well as
with your children.
 
Join us for a renewed perspective on parenting with purpose and
compassion.
Date: 18 October 2022 (Tuesday)
Time: 8pm - 9pm
Sign up link: https://bit.ly/HES_FamilyMattersWebinar
 
Our speakers, both full time working mothers, will share their thoughts
on this topic - Ms Sybella Ng, trained as an educator as well as a child
and family development specialist; and Ms Hannah Yeoh, a Member of
Parliament & former Deputy Minister of Women, Family and
Community Development.
 
Sign up here to post your questions to our speakers and get the zoom
link for the webinar: https://bit.ly/HES_FamilyMattersWebinar

* This webinar is open to the public. Please share with family and
friends. 5

WEBINAR - FAMILY MATTERS
PARENTAL BURNOUT: SOWING THE SEEDS 

OF SELF COMPASSION

https://bit.ly/HES_FamilyMattersWebinar?fbclid=IwAR1-WTXA-heikK0rSdw9WO_qguhQ_CSt2JHpb5L5naUirUFMC4sweFTR8SA
https://bit.ly/HES_FamilyMattersWebinar?fbclid=IwAR1-WTXA-heikK0rSdw9WO_qguhQ_CSt2JHpb5L5naUirUFMC4sweFTR8SA
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WEBINAR - FAMILY MATTERS
PARENTAL BURNOUT: SOWING THE SEEDS 

OF SELF COMPASSION



The final section of the process to facilitate learning is the Exit
Point. Exit Points provide purposeful closure to a learning unit as
they give a platform for our students to celebrate and feed forward
what they have learnt. On the Exit Point day, students take the
opportunity to share their knowledge, demonstrate skills and
articulate their understanding to our school community. They also
show the aspects of all the 8 Personal Learning Goals.
 
The teachers plan an Exit Point to celebrate and promote the
culture of individual learning and to allow students to share the
‘Joy of Learning’ with the school community. It is the process and
not just the product of learning that is celebrated in the Exit Point.
 
The attendance of the school community members is important
and valued as sharing what they have learned helps them to
synthesise Subject, Personal and International learning. 

The students learn real world issues and challenges through the
International Tasks and we have been including specific UN
Sustainable Development Goals within our IPC units. The
attendance and participation of the school community can help
students to contribute to the broader community and to share
action plans through the Exit Points.
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IPC EXIT POINTS AND WORKSHOP
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IPC EXIT POINTS AND WORKSHOP

We take great pleasure to invite you for our First IPC Exit Point and
Parent Workshop for this academic year. Please come and celebrate
your child’s success with us.

Please complete this  Google Form to register your attendance. 

We look forward to you joining us on the 20th October 2022! 

https://forms.gle/B6P5EwP5FBKV3XTw6


Continually repeat it as we believe things remain in the memory when
children hear them often.
Provide hooks that help students retrieve information.

Create lots of time for extended practice that allows real development
to take place.
Coach rather than tell. When skills are being learned, teachers are
alongside students helping them improve.
Provide huge amounts of personal support through the process for
students to progress positively.
Set SMART targets with students, targets that are about getting better
at each stage rather than about completion.

Across the International Primary Curriculum, Knowledge, Skills and
Understanding are all considered valuable and important. 
 
Knowledge
At CHIS, we think of ‘Knowledge’ as Knowing. Knowledge can be learning
new information or building upon something we already know. Knowledge is
continually expanding and can change as new discoveries are made.  
 
How do we help our students remember the knowledge that matters? 

 
Skills
We think of ‘Skills’ as being able to do something. Skills are learnt in a
practical way. They can be new or developed by practice over time. Unlike
knowledge, skills learning goes through a process of beginning, developing,
mastering and innovating. 
 
How do we develop skills at CHIS?

9

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND
UNDERSTANDING
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND
UNDERSTANDING

Provide rich and varied learning experiences.
Provide a chance for students to develop the ability to reflect
through reflection questions that support understanding.
Value the individual responses of students and support their
growing big thoughts.
Collect evidence over time that shows how the children’s learning
has developed.

Our teachers assess skills learning through continual observations. 
 
Understanding
 
Understanding in the IPC is different from knowledge or skills. For us, it
means looking at a bigger 
picture - ‘I am finally beginning to understand why pirates use a map to
navigate their way to search for treasures’, ‘I am understanding more of
what it is to be an artist’. Understanding is much deeper, more personal
and it changes with different circumstances. We often use the word
understand when we actually mean ‘know’ or ‘able to’. But understanding
depends on the depth of students’ learning experience and their
personal responses.

How do we help deepen our students’ understanding?
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND
UNDERSTANDING

 Why are these three types of learning important?
 
As we define, ‘Learning at CHIS is about making connections as we
acquire knowledge, develop skills and deepen our understanding’. We
appreciate different types of teaching and know that different ways of
learning help our students to experience ‘Joy of Learning’.
 
Join our up-coming Exit Points that will be happening on Thursday, 20th
October 2022. You will get the opportunity to know about the three types
of learning that happens in our classrooms. 

Sign up using this Google form link 

Here are some photos of the busy days in our students’ life at CHIS
acquiring knowledge, developing skills and deepening their
understanding. 
 

 

https://forms.gle/GyjEPkqS2kWJCQjR8
https://forms.gle/GyjEPkqS2kWJCQjR8
https://forms.gle/GyjEPkqS2kWJCQjR8


KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND
UNDERSTANDING
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND
UNDERSTANDING
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Immerse Education Essay Competition: Win a full scholarship to attend
an Immerse Education programme in Oxford, Cambridge or London.

 
The Immerse Education Essay Competition is one of the world’s most
popular essay competitions for high school students, offering the
opportunity to win a 100% scholarship for one of Immerse Education’s
award-winning residential or online academic programmes. In the last
round of the Essay competition, there were 10 full scholarship winners
and hundreds of partial scholarship winners selected from over 5000
entries.

Students aged 13-18 are eligible to enter and submit short essay
responses to a pre-set question relating to their chosen subject and
age group. There are over 30 subjects to choose from and, new to this
round, an open category where you will be able to create your own
question for one of the subjects available.

The competition is a great way to practice your academic writing skills
and previous scholarship winners have referenced their success in the
Essay Competition on their university application to the world’s top
universities.

To hear from previous winners, for further guidance and to enter, visit
https://www.immerse.education/essay-competition/ (Deadline for
entry: 4th January 2023)

19

IMMERSE EDUCATION ESSAY
COMPETITION

http://a25621.crow.ngqm33.net/secure/1/BAh7BzoIdXJsSSI0aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaW1tZXJzZS5lZHVjYXRpb24vZXNzYXktY29tcGV0aXRpb24GOgZFVDoZam91cm5leV9zdGVwX2luZm9faWRpBLInvRo/220036f1612e427c598a6e80b731b93554ae2391
http://a25621.crow.ngqm33.net/secure/1/BAh7BzoIdXJsSSI1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaW1tZXJzZS5lZHVjYXRpb24vZXNzYXktY29tcGV0aXRpb24vBjoGRVQ6GWpvdXJuZXlfc3RlcF9pbmZvX2lkaQSyJ70a/d086e5ae8fddc32fe2f16fc741f4f3fecb9441d0
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CHIS HAS TALENT 5.0 - FINALISTS
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CHIS HAS TALENT 5.0 - FINALISTS
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CHIS HAS TALENT 5.0 - FINALISTS
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CHIS HAS TALENT 5.0 - FINALISTS



CHIS Rugby - Getting stronger and stronger

On Thursday, 13 October, the CHIS Rugby team played their first touch
rugby match post-covid. The team played against a very strong
Sunway team who had two Johor representatives in their team. The
Sunway team started the match very strong and scored twice very
early in the match. CHIS was trailing the entire game, but they kept on
fighting until the very end. The team's determination and hard work
throughout the match paid off as they scored a try in the very last
minute of the match to clinch a draw. A brilliant result for CHIS as the
majority of the team played their first ever touch rugby match.

The match on Thursday also marked a momentous occasion for CHIS
as it was the very first time that there were girls representing the
school rugby team. Mr Ryno and Mr Gabrie are very proud of the team
and both of them are excited about what the future holds for CHIS
Rugby. 
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CHIS RUGBY



Marshall Cavendish Education held an online competition for Year 8
and Year 9 students last academic year. Altogether, 30 students
joined the competition. At the school level, the competition was
held on Thursday, 2nd June 2022. 
 
Our participants performed well in the competition, especially the
Year-8 students. They are none other than Tan Jia Wei, Chong
Chen Yu and Teo Hao Bin. CHIS was amongst the top 3 school
winners in the Year 8 category. The Year 9 students did well too.
Ryan Kam Lisher, Ang Shin Yee and Lee Wei Er won the
achievement awards being the top three winners within the school.
 
We look forward to more students participating in the like
competitions in the future. 
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MARSHALL CAVENDISH EDUCATION -
MATHEMATICS ONLINE COMPETITION



STUDENT AWARDS 
& 

ACHIEVEMENTS

Congratulations to Heong Shim How for his amazing achievement
in the Singapore and Asian Schools Math Olympiad (SASMO).

SASMO is an international mathematics competition organised by
Singapore International Math Contests Centre (SIMCC). This
competition aims to cultivate students’ interest in mathematical
problem solving hence help to develop mathematical intuition,
reasoning, logical, creative and critical thinking.

Shim How was awarded with the Gold Award for his participation
in the Grade 9 category.

Well done, Shim How!
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Want us to publish your child's achievement in our School News? 

Click here - Student Awards & Achievement_Form

https://forms.gle/4nWGCpEidyBUaBT26


Embrace the episode.
Go through the alphabets to engage different parts of
their brains.
Concentrate on breathing.
Find safe spaces.
Help them use their senses: ask them to name some
non-distressing things: 4 things they can see, 3 things
they can hear, 2 things they can smell and 1 thing they
can taste.

Panic attacks in children
Knowing what triggers an attack is the first step in
attacking panic. Ask your child how they feel and what is
making them feel anxious or stressed. 

Are there certain situations or places that cause them to
feel panicky? This knowledge can help your child think
about what they can do to cope with those situations.
During a panic attack, your child may feel like they are
losing control, but there are things you can help them do to
take back control and feel ‘grounded’ again:

CHIS COUNSELLING
WEEKLY GUIDANCE TIP
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CHIS COUNSELLING
WEEKLY GUIDANCE TIP
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Counsellors Q&A
We would like to use this platform to interact with you! You
can ask us any parenting concerns through the ‘Counsellors
Q&A’. Please submit any questions you have via the Google
Form. We will respond to all questions with parents
individually. 

Additionally, one question will be selected for publication in
the newsletter at the end of each month. The published
questions will remain anonymous.

Link - https://forms.gle/R5cC5zD7tFu4NEeW6 

Contact School Counsellors
If you have any questions or queries about the wellbeing
support tip for this week, or any other matter regarding your
child’s wellbeing, please contact our School Counsellors.

Ms Kasey: ckx.counselling@chis.edu.my 
Ms Shan: ths.counselling@chis.edu.my 
OR
counselling@chis.edu.my 

 

WE ARE
HERE TO

HELP!

https://forms.gle/R5cC5zD7tFu4NEeW6
mailto:chx.counselling@chis.edu.my
mailto:chx.counselling@chis.edu.my
mailto:counselling@chis.edu.my


ECO SCHOOLSECO SCHOOLS

Green Thought

Don’t waste food, 
cook what you need
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